
Decathlon increased revenue by 15% in 
15 days with QUIN    Audience Engine 

by just offering free delivery      

The Client

The largest sporting goods retailer 

Decathlon, a French sporting goods retailer is one of the largest sporting goods retailers. The 
company partners with global suppliers and distributes worldly known brands like Nike, Adidas, 
etc., and markets their own brands at affordable prices directly to their customers. In their 40 
physical stores and online store launched in 2013, Decathlon offers nearly 5500 products and 
attracts at least 3 million monthly online visitors.

The Problem

No promotion budget except free delivery for certain basket size 

Each day Decathlon has thousands of visitors on their website and each visitor is different. 
Visitors practice different sports, they have different intentions and visit the Decathlon for 
different reasons. Journey abandonment had been a big challenge for Decathlon as 
understanding the visitor’s intention in real time was tricky.


The problem got trickier as Decathlon did not have a promotion budget except for offering free 
delivery in certain basket sizes. Decathlon needed to understand what the visitors are doing on 
their website but more importantly why they are doing. They also needed to take the right action 
at the right time to get back their visitors on their journey. 
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The Solution

QUIN Audience Engine observes human behavior and intentions to identify 
an ideal trigger moment to boost growth 

Decathlon plugged QUIN Audience Engine and started to understand its visitor’s intentions in 
real-time. With the predictive response and actions, Decathlon prevented journey abandonment 
by just offering free delivery only above a certain basket size. Without hurting the average 
basket size and margin levels, Decathlon dropped its abandonment rate from 24% to 16%. 


Real-Time   conversion expectation
conversion engine

The Benefit

Simple, relevant, measurable

Quin AI Audience Engine observes human behavior and intentions to identify an ideal trigger 
moment and minds the sweet spot of visitors

We generated 15% incremental 

revenue in 15 days 

Immediate results

We plugged QUIN and saw immediate 

results

Promoted free delivery as a benefit 

which is equal to a %1-%2 discount 
created significant success

Minimum benefit 

maximum return

Identified ideal trigger moment for 

maximum return 


QUIN lifted conversion rate by 1.48X in 

the target audience against control 
group


Measurable 

Improved sales metrics, increased 

conversion with measurement

Improved sales metrics, increased 

conversion with measurement


We understood what, how, and 

why about our visitors

Drive Insights

Behavioral customer data that 

combines human and machine


Journey Abandoner
Decathlon had almost 0 promotion budget for a campaign, QUIN offered free 

delivery to both abandoners and buyers with condition to complete their basket to 
a certain amount
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drop at abandonment rate

15%
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QUIN in action
(7 Days)

0.8INCREMENTAL CONVERSION RATE

3.4KINCREMENTAL SESSIONS

15%INCREMENTAL REVENUE

1.48LIFT

Melisa çakır, ecommerce dırector, decathlon

“We started using QUIN for journey 
abandonment and the results we 

had were quite amazing!”

Book a demo

quinengine.com

Try 

https://www.quinengine.com
https://www.quinengine.com/

